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"So who do you think is having more fun right now - Mike and Fi in paradise waiting for
mojito refills or you and I waiting in a back alley for a Romanian assassin?” — BRUCE
CAMPBELL AS SAM AXE, BURN NOTICE

In this week’s edition of The Heavy Table’s Churn newsletter, we try out Bussin’ Birria at the
Mall of America and interview chef Janene Holig, make mojitos, and sample Redwolf Chai.

‘WHERE AM I…?’ ‘MIAMI.’

Burn Notice / USA Network

On the face of it, cool, calm, lake-adjacent, Scandinavian-flavored Minneapolis and torrid,
oceanside, Latin-influenced Miami have very little in common. And in this essay, I will not, in
fact, attempt to suggest that these two metropolises have a lot in common. I’ve lived in
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Minneapolis for more than 15 years and I’ve briefly visited Miami, and I don’t think there are
many points of connection. [1]

But here’s what I’ll say: Like Miami, Minneapolis in the summer can offer up hot, muggy,
walking-through-pea soup evenings that can be difficult to enjoy without assistance. And
that assistance is the point of connection, and it arrives in this case in liquid form.

If you’ve ever seen Burn Notice, you know what I’m driving at. Burn Notice, a delightfully
well-written, skillfully researched, explosions- and bikinis-filled romp of show, features all-
time-great-comic actor Bruce Campbell (above) as former Navy Seal / undercover operative
Sam Axe.

Sam Axe has a few defining traits: he wears well-tailored aloha shirts, he likes to date and
sponge off of rich older women, and he likes his mojitos. Loves his mojitos, actually. If you
could do a master search of all seven seasons of Burn Notice scripts, I would guess there
would be between two and three dozen scenes where Sam Axe drinks, references, and/or
drinks while referencing a tasty mojito.

A recent rewatch of Burn Notice got me so hyped on mojitos that I hit the Mall of St. Paul  in
search of proper glassware, and landed on some textured crystal tumblers that look like a
million bucks while costing $5 a pop. These plus a bunch of Plantation rum in the liquor
cabinet and a native patch of mint that I am encouraging to annex the entire garden, mean
that the mojito patio is officially open for business this summer. The muggier the better, I
say. A properly made mojito (see recipe, below ) cuts through the sun and humidity like an
icy razor blade, leaving nothing but contentment and refreshment in its wake. — James
Norton

THE HEAVY TABLE HOT FIVE

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burn_Notice
http://themallofstpaul.weebly.com


James Norton / Heavy Table

#5 Asada Burrito at Loncheria Los Amigos Food Truck | Minneapolis

Look - I get it. Many people don’t want rice in their burritos. Some folks don’t think rice ever
belongs in burritos, and an extremist minority would argue that the inclusion of rice makes
the food a non-burrito and turns it into instant trash. That argument doesn’t track for me -
good, even great burritos can include rice (well seasoned and in balance with other
ingredients) - see Victor Hugo’s tremendously good carne asada burrito, which features a
reasonable and conservative amount of rice.

Now, we come to the asada burrito at Loncheria Los Amigos, a food truck frequently parked
out in front of Arbeiter Brewing. It’s got rice, too. A LOT of rice, to be frank. If you’re not a
rice-in-burritos person, stay clear. But me? I like it. There’s a hot, creamy salsa norteña on
the side that kicks up and complicates the rice deliciously, and the steak punches a serious
amount of flavor, helping it withstand and even shine under the rice assault. And while the
rice is (arguably too) plentiful, it lightens the whole burrito up tremendously, turning what
could be a two-pound gut bomb into a pleasant lunch. – James Norton

https://heavytable.com/east-lake-checklist-taqueria-victor-hugo-safari-restaurant/
https://www.facebook.com/Loncheria-los-amigos-108517938138223/
https://arbeiterbrewing.com


Amy Rea / Heavy Table

#4 Giridhari at Krishna’s Delight | Minneapolis

I picked up the special of the day from Krishna's Delight at the Northeast Minneapolis
Farmers Market: Giridhari, a salad comprised of black-eyed peas, mango, red bell pepper,
and cucumber in a spicy lemon vinaigrette, served with corn chips. What a delight of flavors
(heat, sweet, mild, salt) and textures (crunchy, chewy, soft). I could eat this every day. –
Amy Rea

https://krishnasdelight.square.site


James Norton / Heavy Table

#3 Crab Rangoons at Wok in the Park | St. Louis Park, Minn.

The crab rangoons at Wok in the Park are good (subtle but perceptible use of crab, decent
wrapper-to-filling ratio), but they could stand to be a little more delicate and crispy for my
taste. So why are they on this list? They are, to my knowledge, the world’s only crab
rangoons cleverly shaped to look like crabs. They’re a freakin’ visual delight, and worth
ordering if only to have them lively up the table at this charming little restaurant that has
become one of my family’s favorite post-Costco destinations. – James Norton

Louis Livingston-Garcia / Heavy Table

#2 Cheese Curd Bratwurst at Ptacek’s IGA | Prescott, Wisc.

When in the Cities I try to detour over to Prescott across the great cheese curd curtain to
grab one thing at Ptacek’s IGA, breaker of world record brat length records: cheese curd
brats. These cheese curd-stuffed sleeves of meat are made with new Glarus Spotted Cow
beer and a bunch of curds. But all that matters is that if you simmer them for hours in more
Spotted Cow, butter, and maybe onions (your choice; we rotate on whether we do or not),
what you get is savory, juicy meat with melted cheese coursing through it like what I imagine
courses through my veins after years of these brats. – Louis Livingston-Garcia

http://wokintheparkrestaurant.com
https://www.ptaceksiga.com


Becca Dilley / Heavy Table

#1 Chocolate Shoppe Blue Moon Ice Cream at Minnehaha Scoop | Minneapolis

Growing up in Madison, the Chocolate Shoppe was just one of a handful of great ice cream
or frozen custard shops that we visited on the regular - Michael’s Frozen Custard and the
Memorial Union were mandatory summertime stops, too. Over the years, Chocolate Shoppe
has expanded its footprint considerably, meaning that its products can be enjoyed at ice
cream counters throughout the state of Wisconsin and even into Minnesota - which brings
us to Minnehaha Scoop, on Minnehaha Avenue in Minneapolis.

When Becca and I bought our house in Longfellow about 12 years ago, we had absolutely
no premonition that we might be landing on a spot just about 5 minutes’ walk from a taste of
home. But that’s how it happened, and it’s a warm weather blessing for us, particularly with
two ice-cream focused kids to care for. I’ve never had a bad scoop of Chocolate Shoppe ice
cream but Blue Moon - which has a flavor that falls somewhere between amaretto and the
milk at the bottom of a bowl of Froot Loops - may be my personal favorite. Beyond being
delicious, it’s also kind of freakin’ weird, which makes it special. — James Norton

STREET REPORT:

BUSSIN' BIRRIA AT THE MALL OF AMERICA

BY JAMES NORTON

https://chocolateshoppeicecream.com
https://www.facebook.com/minnehahascoop/


Becca Dilley / Heavy Table

Birria has experienced something of a heyday here in Minneapolis-St. Paul over the past
few years. Among other spots, we've written about the joyously excellent Las Cuatro Milpas
(Bloomington and East Lake Street) on a few different occasions, in part because of their
dedication to aguas frescas, but principally because of their game-changingly good birria.

Typically made from stewed and shredded beef or goat meat, super moist birria brings big,
bold flavor that is typically supported by a crunchy fried tortilla and a dip into a side dish of
consomme. Depending on the cheese situation, you can end up with a mouthful of
something that evokes French onion soup, pizza, or beef Bourguignon.

https://heavytable.com/lake-street-profiles-las-cuatro-milpas/
https://heavytable.com/east-lake-checklist-revisited-mercado-central-to-charito-panaderia/


Becca Dilley / Heavy Table

This backstory makes birria tacos a lesser-known cousin to the asada, carnitas and al
pastor Mexican street tacos that have made solid inroads into mainstream European-
American culture over the past couple of decades. That means it's a little more of a risk to
roll them out for a mass market audience, which is exactly what the Hot Indian Foods team
(owner Amol Dixit and chef Janene Holig) has done by opening Bussin' Birria in the Mall of
America.

"It's my job as a chef, and thank God for it, to research and eat," says Holig. "And for the last
year or so I would say birria has been one of my latest personal obsessions. When I was in
L.A. I went to a lot of places, and I've enjoyed the multiple places around Lake Street that
are selling it. And I find myself craving it on par with pizza or burgers, it's got that kind of
comfort."

That richness of flavor, she notes, makes birria special. "They're so much more unctuous
[than most other tacos]," she says. "And the idea of using the consomme you've cooked the
meat in to apply yet another layer of flavor ... and it's crispy, and it's gooey, and you get that
caramelization on the meat. It's flavor times ten."

LOCAL CONNECTIONS TO MEXICAN FLAVORS

Neither Holig nor Dixit are of Mexican heritage. So it was important to them, Holig says, to
work with locally owned businesses with strong connections to Mexico. To that end, Bussin'
Birria sources from Minneapolis-based La Poblanita Tortilleria ("I wanted the best tortilla we
could find that wasn't mass produced"), and gets its salsas from El Burrito Mercado in St.
Paul.

Lori Writer / Heavy Table / File

"We used to be neighbors with El Burrito Mercado at Midtown Global Market and I have

https://www.hotindianfoods.com
https://www.instagram.com/bussinbirriatacos_mn/
https://www.taquerialapoblanita.com/tortilleria-tienda
https://elburritomercado.com


missed their product since they moved," says Holig. "So when it came do all the elements
we were going to put into our tacos, giving people a wide variety of spice levels and flavors
of salsas was important. And I couldn't think of a more obvious person to approach [about
salsa] than Milissa Silva [of El Burrito Mercado], so I did."

Holig talked with Silva about the wider business plan, too. "We talked a lot about
appropriation and the boundaries on that, and limitations, and what we were wanting to do
[was] utilize some of the Mexican-owned businesses in town. That became a real laser
focus of mine, and El Burrito has a really exquisite product."

CHOOSE-YOUR-OWN BIRRIA ADVENTURE

The birria tacos at Bussin' Birria resemble but diverge slightly from their Lake Street
equivalents. Compared to some of the joyously sloppy monsters we've encountered while
researching our East Lake Checklist stories, Bussin' Birria tacos are neater, smaller, and
more contained, while still offering a great deal of indulgent flavor.

Becca Dilley / Heavy Table

We tried one each of the beef and chicken birria tacos ($6) and dipped them in guacamole
and/or consomme and/or salsa and had a very satisfying lunch. This is one of those choose-
your-own-adventure foods, where you can dial the creaminess, the spiciness, and the
richness up or down with every bite until you obtain the perfect experience. For me, it was
the chicken birria with guacamole and a dip into the consomme, but sometimes I'd change it
up with salsa habanero.

The restaurant offers four kinds of El Burrito Mercado-made salsa, ranging from mild- and
chili-forward salsas verde and sabrosa to creamy and mildly spicy salsa nortena and fairly
spicy salsa habanero. They cover a gamut of heat and flavor profiles and are generally
delicious, and you can choose a salsa with every item that you order.

It's a shame that the guacamole is easy to miss on the menu, because when you bring it
into contact with the crunchy / crispy / slightly toasty birria tortillas and the tacos' rich fillings,



it's a beautiful complement to the flavors and textures at hand. At two bucks for a generous
tub of the stuff, it's a no-brainer of a side order.

Becca Dilley / Heavy Table

The non-birria tacos we tried were less successful. The Beef Street Taco ($5) was properly
seasoned but the whole package was dry and somewhat underwhelming. And while we
gave the vegan jackfruit taco ($5, above) a fair shot, it suffered from a dryness that not even
consomme could overcome.

Still: The spot's called Bussin' Birria, not Bussin' Jackfruit, and it succeeds remarkably well
when it comes to its core menu items. Cuisine at the Mall of America can vary in quality -
wildly, at times - but Bussin' Birria seems to have dialed in a delicious and repeatable
formula that should make it a Floor 3 food court mainstay.

Bussin' Birria, Mall of America, 60 E Broadway, Bloomington, Minn., 952.479.7952, MON-
THU 11am-8pm, FRI-SAT 11am-9pm, SUN 11am-7pm

FROM THE HEAVY TABLE KITCHEN:

MOJITOS

BY JAMES NORTON

https://www.instagram.com/bussinbirriatacos_mn/


Laramie Otto / Heavy Table

Between my book collection and the Internet, I have a lot of resources at my fingertips when
it comes time to research a recipe. But when I’m nailing down a cocktail for the home
cookbook, I generally just ping John Garland, a former Heavy Table and Growler beverage
writer who has already forgotten more than I know about spirituous beverages.

This mojito packs a bit of a punch, but like all true versions of its clan, its defining
characteristic is how refreshing it is. It’s cool. It’s light. It’s fizzy. It goes down dizzyingly fast,
so you can either pace yourself or just race your way into a boozy good time. It has quickly
become one of our favorite summer go-to drinks, along with Jungle Birds and mint juleps.

Here’s what you do:

Mostly fill a glass with ice (I use cubes, but you certainly could crush your ice a bit) and a
generous sprig of mint.

In a shaker: another sprig of mint, ice, 2 oz. white rum, ¾ oz. mint simple syrup, 1 oz. lime
juice. Shake until cold, pour into your glass and finish with 2-3 oz. of club soda.

This scales up nicely, and I often make four of these at a time. (To share. With other
people.)

Sip, enjoy, and defy the elements.

IN BRIEF

REDWOLF CHAI



By Amy Rea

Brenda Johnson / Heavy Table

In a world full of eateries that try to be everything to everybody, it’s refreshing to find a group
taking the opposite approach. That’s the case with Redwolf Chai, which has begun making
appearances at Fulton, Kingfield, and Mill City farmers markets. Owner Azhar Abdusebur is
a first-generation American born to Ethiopian parents, and along with siblings and friends,
he’s selling just two types of products: Hot or iced chai with regular or oat milk ($4.50-$5.75)
and chapati either plain or with honey ($4.50-$5).

Brenda Johnson / Heavy Table

https://www.facebook.com/redwolfcc/
https://www.neighborhoodrootsmn.org/fulton-farmers-market
https://kingfield.org/farmers-market/
https://millcityfarmersmarket.org/


The chai is based on a family recipe from East Africa. We tried it iced with oat milk, and it
was a lovely drink, neither too sweet nor too spicy. There were hints of cardamom and
cinnamon tempered by the creamy oat milk.

We also tried the plain chapati (known as mulawah in Ethiopia.) Even before tasting it, it was
a treat to watch it being prepared. It brought to mind the Ethiopian coffee ceremony we tried
a few years ago in that it’s a leisurely process, with exceeding care taken in the cooking and
folding of the flatbread. As in the coffee ceremony, the choice is to give way to American
impatience or to just watch and absorb and enjoy seeing so much thought and precision
being applied to the simple treat. We chose the latter.

Brenda Johnson / Heavy Table

The chapati is lovely, both tender like a crepe, but a big thicker and with crisped edges. It’s
lightly sweet—it would be sweeter with the addition of honey, but the plain version stood
beautifully on its own.

Kudos to Redwolf for perfecting their initial offerings—and if they decide to eventually
expand their menu, we’ll be more than happy to try it.

ON OUR RADAR

https://heavytable.com/the-ethiopian-coffee-ceremony-at-limu-coffee/


Northern Waters Smokehaus

NORTHERN WATERS BOUNDARY WATERS BOX

Two of the things we love most about Minnesota are the Boundary Waters Canoe Area and
Northern Waters Smokehaus in Duluth. The first is one of the great natural wonders of
America, a refuge for anyone who loves canoeing, solitude, and the stars, and the second is
one of the culinary wonders of the Upper Midwest, a smokehouse that taps into the amazing
bounty of the Lake Superior area to make delicious charcuterie and smoked fish.

Now, you can enjoy both of these things at one go with the Northern Waters Boundary
Waters Box - $10 from every $80 purchase price is donated to the Save the Boundary
Waters campaign.

Each box includes:

1 stick (approx .5 lb) of Haus-made dry-cured salumi (Salamini, Pepperoni, or Saucisson
Sec) 
1 6”x8” paper composite cutting board from Epicurean with custom NWS logo  
1 No. 08 7.59” stainless steel folding knife from Opinel  
2 Iron-on patches from Save the Boundary Waters

https://northernwaterssmokehaus.com/mail-order/boundary-waters-box?mc_cid=a86bec0675&mc_eid=5f5ea41ba3
https://www.savetheboundarywaters.org


Courtesy of American Swedish Institute

KRÄFTSKIVA AT THE AMERICAN SWEDISH INSTITUTE

The American Swedish Institute will celebrate the end of summer on August 26, from 6-
9pm, with its annual kräftskiva - that's a Swedish crayfish party, in case the umlaut throws
you for a loop. Tickets are $65 ($55 for members) and include food, music, and aquavit.

As per the press release:

_Guests will get to do all the instagrammable things—from donning cute pointy hats and
bibs to downing a complimentary celebratory shot of aquavit (um, yes, for 21+ revelers.) _

Why crayfish? Historically, these little guys could only be hunted for a limited number of
weeks due to overfishing, and were eaten only by the Swedish aristocracy. When crayfish
populations rebounded, this once-exclusive delicacy was available to the masses. It’s been
a scrumptious excuse for end-of-summer parties ever since.

FOOTNOTES

[1] Editor's Note: Am I wrong…? I might be! I welcome emails setting me straight about all
the parallels between Minneapolis and Miami, for publication or not.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

This newsletter and the entire Heavy Table magazine presence is made possible by you
and everyone else who subscribes to our enterprise. We have a couple major backers we’d
like to thank, too: Redhead Creamery and Colin McFadden, plus a few more supporters
behind the scenes.

https://asimn.org/event/crayfish-party/
https://asimn.org/event/crayfish-party/
https://www.redheadcreamery.com/


This biweekly newsletter is available only to Patreon supporters of The Heavy Table
contributing at the $5/month level or above. Please share it rarely (if ever) and encourage
your friends and family to support the website if they find its stories valuable and
entertaining. If you have tips, concerns, corrections, complaints, compliments, or just about
any other feedback whatsoever, please feel free to email editor James Norton and let him
know - he’s at editor@heavytable.com.
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